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Abstract: The network traffic prediction (NTP) model can help operators predict, adjust, and control
network usage more accurately. Meanwhile, it also reduces network congestion and improves the
quality of the user service experience. However, the characteristics of network traffic data are quite
complex. NTP models with higher prediction accuracy tend to have higher complexity, which shows
obvious asymmetry. In this work, we target the conflict between low complexity and high prediction
performance and propose an NTP model based on a sparse persistent memory (SPM) attention
mechanism. SPM can accurately capture the sparse key features of network traffic and reduce the
complexity of the self-attention layer while ensuring prediction performance. The symmetric SPM
encoder and decoder replace the high complexity feed-forward sub-layer with an attention layer to
reduce the complexity. In addition, by adding an attention layer to persistently memorize key features,
the prediction performance of the model could be further improved. We evaluate our method on two
real-world network traffic datasets. The results demonstrate that the SPM-based method outperforms
the state-of-the-art (SOTA) approaches in NTP results by 33.0% and 21.3%, respectively. Meanwhile,
the results of RMSE and R2 are also optimal. When measured by temporal performance, SPM reduces
the complexity and reduces the training time by 22.2% and 30.4%, respectively, over Transformer.

Keywords: prediction model; network traffic; symmetry and asymmetry; machine learning; sparse
attention; persistent memory

1. Introduction

Network traffic prediction (NTP) is used to predict and estimate the future state
of links in a network [1]. NTP provides a decision-making basis for communication
network management and optimization by estimating future traffic [2]. To improve network
performance, accurate NTP is a crucial step in dynamic cellular networks [3]. With the
rapid development of 5G cellular networks, telecommunication systems and networks will
become intelligent and self-organized [4]. A self-organizing network (SON) should adapt
to dynamic usage patterns. Thereby, the network traffic needs to be configured, managed,
and optimized in advance. Thus, predicting the future dynamics of mobile traffic is crucial
to support intelligent and automated management [5–7].

With the development of the field of communication systems and networking, the num-
ber of network devices has sharply increased. Popular on-line platforms such as Facebook
have further increased the network traffic data [8,9]. It is becoming more challenging to
achieve accurate NTP [10].

There exist various methods for NTP. Generally, these methods are mainly categorized
into classic prediction methods and neural network (NN) based methods. Classic predic-
tion methods include auto regressive moving average (ARMA) [11] and autoregressive
integrated moving average (ARIMA) [12] models. Such methods generally rely on the his-
torical mean value, which often fails to predict complex real network traffic accurately [12].
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Compared with the classic prediction methods, the NN-based methods have a stronger
fitting ability to extract high-order features [13,14]. NN-based methods can better approxi-
mate the network traffic with complex characteristics, such as recurrent neural network
(RNN) [15], gated recurrent unit (GRU) [16], long short-term memory neural network
(LSTM) [17,18], and convolution-based temporal convolution network (TCN) [19], etc.

However, due to “gradient vanishing and exploding” problems in RNNs. There exist
limitations for RNNs in long-term and complex feature modeling in NTP [20]. Different
from the RNN-based and CNN-based approaches, Transformer utilizes the self-attention
mechanisms to extract features of sequences. The self-attention mechanism has the potential
capabilities in modeling network traffic sequence. Thus, Transformer can capture the
implicit dependencies between the influencing factors of network traffic well. In addition,
the Transformer has a lower prediction mean absolute error (MAE) than that of classic and
NN-based methods when the prediction sequence length is short. However, as the length
of the prediction sequence increases, the complexity of Transformer grows quadratically,
which seriously affects its prediction performance.

To address this issue, we propose an NTP model based on the sparse persistent
memory (SPM) attention mechanism. Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose a low-complexity SPM self-attention, which learns the sparse key features
in the multivariate network traffic sequence, and carries out persistent memory to
effectively use the key features to predict network traffic with more accuracy than the
SOTA methods;

• We further develop a symmetric structure of the SPM Encoder and SPM Decoder
based on SPM self-attention, which removes the feed-forward sub-layer, simplifies the
structure of the model, and thus further reduces the complexity of the model;

• We evaluate SPM on two real-world network traffic datasets. The results demonstrate
that SPM is optimal in terms of RMSE, MAE, and R2. Compared with Transformer,
SPM also achieves great promotion in time performance.

The remaining sections of this paper are structured as follows. In Section 2, the related
work of NTP methods are introduced. The proposed SPM for NTP is introduced in detail
in Section 3. In Section 4, the evaluation results and analysis compared with other SOTA
and ablation methods are given. Finally, the work of this paper is summarized in Section 5.

2. Related Work

NTP is essentially a time series prediction problem. In the literature of NTP, most of
the existing works are based on classic and NN-based prediction methods. Yuan et al. [21]
analyzed and predicted six different application-layer traffic in the metropolitan area
network by establishing a reasonable ARIMA seasonal product hybrid model. The results
indicate that the predicted application layer traffic trend is basically similar to the actual
curve, and the average absolute percentage error is around 10%. Jiang et al. [22] analyzed
the prediction accuracy of ARMA, ARIMA, FARIMA, and other linear prediction models
under different time scale through experiments.

In recent years, NN-based methods have been widely used for NTP tasks [23]. The RNN
is more suitable for processing all kinds of time series due to its cyclic chain structure and
special structure inside each variant gate unit [24]. Cui et al. [25] utilize LSTM for traffic
flow prediction, and the results demonstrate that LSTM outperforms the classical model in
terms of both accuracy and robustness. Fu et al. [26] utilize GRU for traffic flow prediction
for the first time. The experimental results indicate that GRU reduces MAE by about 10%
and 5% when compared with the ARIMA and LSTM respectively. Salinas et al. [27] propose
a Deep Autoregressive approach (DeepAR) based on an LSTM-based autoregressive RNN
architecture, which helps to consider other external features and can learn complex patterns
from the data. Experimental results show that DeepAR improves the accuracy by about
15% compared with the SOTA methods. Different from the way that RNNs extract features,
Neo et al. [20] propose a deep Transformer method for prediction based on vanilla Trans-
former [28]. Transformer allows models to access any part of the history to process entire
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data sequences and utilizes self-attention mechanisms to learn complex patterns in time
series data, which are commonly used for univariate and multivariate time series prediction.
Experimental results indicate the effectiveness of the proposed Transformer method.

However, the complexity of the Transformer self-attention mechanism grows quadrat-
ically with the sequence length. Moreover, applying the attention mechanism to longer
sequences will result in a dramatic increase in computational complexity [29]. Therefore,
how to improve the efficiency of self-attention calculation in the Transformer model and
reduce the complexity of the model has become one of the main research directions.

Li et al. [29] propose the LogSparse Transformer to break the memory bottleneck of
Transformer and reduce the space complexity. Experimental results indicate that the model
can build fine-grained long-term sequences better with less memory usage. Zhou et al. [30]
propose the ProbSparse self-attention layer to compute key attention by approximate spar-
sity assessment. Empirical results justify that focusing on sparse key attention can im-
prove model performance and reduce the complexity of the model attention module.
Sukhbaatar et al. [31] remove the feed-forward sub-layer with high complexity in vanilla
Transformer and enhance the self-attention layer by adding persistent memory attention
in the attention layer. Experimental results have demonstrated that the persistent memory
attention module simplifies the structure and achieves slight performance reduction.

Although the above improvements reduce the complexity and also have a certain
prediction accuracy, there still exists a loss in prediction performance. To reduce the loss
of NTP performance, we make a trade-off between the complexity and NTP accuracy and
propose an SPM-based model. On one hand, the SPM attention mechanism adopts the
calculation method of ProbSparse self-attention to reduce the complexity. On the other hand,
SPM adds a persistent memory layer to store more key attention information, which greatly
improves the NTP accuracy.

3. SPM for Network Traffic Prediction
3.1. Problem Formulation

The network traffic data is a time series that reflects changes in regional network traffic
and is related to various factors, such as Call, SMS, and Dates. Given the NTP target ŷt+1:t+τ

of the model, the time ranges [1, t] and [t, t + τ] represent the known historical range and
prediction range, respectively, then the NTP problem can be formulated as follows.

ŷt+1:t+τ = SPM(y1:t, xi,1:t, ui,1:t+τ , τ), (1)

where [ŷt+1, ŷt+2, · · · , ŷt+τ ] := ŷt+1:t+τ denotes the prediction target, τ ∈ {1, 2, · · · , τmax}
is the prediction step; [y1, y2, · · · , yt] := y1:t is the historical observation data, yj denotes
the network traffic at the j-th timestamp; [xi,1, xi,2, · · · , xi,t] := xi,1:t is the historical co-
variate associated with the target, xi,j represents the sequence value of the i-th covariate
at the j-th timestamp, which is related to the network traffic, such as Call, SMS, etc.;
[ui,1, ui,2, · · · , ui,t+τ ] := ui,1:t+τ is a static known external feature related to the NTP target,
such as the date and festival information, etc. The definition and description of common
symbols in this paper are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. The definition and description of common symbols in this paper.

Symbol Definition and Description

y1:t, xi,1:t, ui,1:t+τ Input data
τ Prediction steps
t The length of history time series

ŷt+1:t+τ The predicted network traffic target
Xen The input of Symmetric SPM Encoder Layer
Xde The input of Symmetric SPM Decoder Layer
Yen The output of Symmetric SPM Encoder Layer
Yde The output of Symmetric SPM Decoder Layer

Q, Qs, Q̄, Q̄s Queries matrix
K, Ks, Km, K̄ Keys matrix

V, Vm, V̄ Values matrix
D, LQ, LK , LV , Ltoken, L, lK , lV , l, dk, dv, d Dimension parameters
WQ, WQ̄, WK , WK̄ , WV , WV̄ , WO, WŌ Projection matrix

W1, W2, b1, b2 The parameters of full connection layer
h Attention heads
M The number of symmetric SPM encoders
N The number of symmetric SPM decoders

3.2. Overview of SPM

The overall architecture of the SPM-based method is shown in Figure 1. It is mainly
divided into four parts: Input Layer, Symmetric SPM Encoder Layer, Symmetric SPM Decoder
Layer, and Output Layer.

(1) Input Layer

The Input Layer preprocesses the input features, which include target variables, co-
variates, and timestamp features. The input layer fuses discrete, continuous, and position
encoding features and maps to the Symmetric SPM Encoder Layer input Xen and the Symmet-
ric SPM Decoder Layer input Xde, respectively.

(2) Symmetric SPM Encoder Layer

The Symmetric SPM Encoder Layer consists of a stack of M symmetric SPM encoders.
The symmetric SPM encoder consists of the multi-head SPM self-attention layer and
normalization layer, which are connected by a residual network. The input Xen outputs
Yen through the Symmetric SPM Encoder Layer. Yen is the input of the Symmetric SPM
Decoder Layer.

(3) Symmetric SPM Decoder Layer

The Symmetric SPM Decoder Layer consists of a stack of N symmetric SPM decoders.
The symmetric SPM decoder consists of a masked multi-head ProbSparse self-attention
layer, a normalization layer, and a multi-head SPM self-attention layer. Xde and Yen are
jointly input to the Symmetric SPM Decoder Layer to generate the output Xde, which is the
input of the fully connected Output Layer.

(4) Output Layer

The Output Layer is composed of a fully connected layer, and the output Xde of the
Symmetric SPM Decoder Layer is feature-mapped through the fully connected layer, and the
predicted network traffic target ŷt+1:t+τ is obtained.
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Figure 1. Architecture of SPM-based NTP model.

3.3. Input Layer

The input layer uniformly processes network traffic and relative position features to
obtain outputs Xen ∈ RL×D and Xde ∈ RL×D (D and L are the dimensions of the data).
These outputs are input into the SPM Encoder Layer and the SPM Decoder Layer.

3.3.1. Data Normalization

In order to avoid the interference of the experimental results of the model due to the
large difference in the value of SMS, Call, and Internet, we utilize the min-max method to
normalize the original sequence values to [0, 1].

z∗ =
z− zmin

zmax − zmin
, (2)

where z is the original data value and z∗ is the data value after normalization (e.g., yi
and xi,j).

3.3.2. Scalar Projection

Scalar projection is used to project the input variable into a feature matrix. The nor-
malized time series y1:t, x1:t are spliced to form the original variable matrix, they are
projected as variable features Xvar ∈ RD×(L+Ltoken) through the Conv1D layer. In relative
chronological order, the first Xen

var ∈ RD×L is the partial input of the encoder, and the latter
Xde

var ∈ RD×Ltoken is the partial input of the decoder.

3.3.3. Timestamp Feature Encoding

Features such as dates and festivals (day, weekday, and month) are discrete category
attribute features and cannot be directly used for model input. Therefore, it needs to be
converted into vector form through the encoding layer. We adopt the embedding layer
to encode the timestamp external features and convert the date-time features ui,1:t+τ into
timestamp features Xdate ∈ RD×L.

3.3.4. Position Encoding

When the historical sequence is input to the attention layer, all features are processed
at the same time, without timing position information. Positional encoding is based on sine
and cosine functions of different frequencies. By embedding the temporal relationship of
the sequence, the positional encoding output Xpos ∈ RD×L can be obtained.
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3.3.5. Input Feature Fusion Encoding

The input Xen ∈ RL×D of the SPM Encoder layer consists of variable feature Xen
var,

timestamp feature Xdate, and position encoding feature Xpos.

Xen = (Xen
var + Xdate + Xpos)

T (3)

The input Xen ∈ RL×D of the SPM decoding layer is mainly composed of a partial
variable feature Xde

var with a length of Ltoken, a variable X0 ∈ RD×τ to be predicted with
all zeros, and a timestamp feature Xdate. Masked multi-head attention is applied to the
predicted location to avoid future information leakage.

Xde = (concat(Xde
var, X0) + Xdate)

T (4)

3.4. Symmetric SPM Encoder Layer
3.4.1. Sparse Query Block

By focusing and persistently memorizing key features related to NTP, the SPM self-
attention utilizes less key attention, reduces complexity, and achieves better prediction
results. The SPM self-attention layer leverages the Sparse Query Block to decrease the
complexity and remain the effect in some case [30]. The calculation process of Sparse Query
Block is shown in Figure 2, where X ∈ RL×D denotes the input, query matrices Q = XWQ ,
key matrices K = XWK , and value matrices V = XWV respectively. The calculating
progress of Sparse Query Block can be formulated as follows.

Figure 2. The calculation process of Sparse Query Block.

First, we evaluate the sparsity of qi through the computational formulation that
empirically approximates the sparsity.

M(qi, K) = max
j

{
qikT

j√
dk

}
− 1

LK

LK

∑
j=1

qikT
j√

dk
, (5)

where qi is the row vector of Q ∈ RLQ×dk , and ki is the row vector of K ∈ RLK×dk .
We randomly sample c× log LK ki vectors as Ks (c is the sampling constant), and cal-

culate the sparsity of all qi and Ks in Q through the sparsity calculation formula, and obtain
the sparsity set Ms.

Ms =
{

M(q1, Ks), M(q2, Ks), · · · , M(qLQ , Ks)
}

(6)

Then, we utilize the top-k function to sort and filter Ms to obtain the first k = c× log LQ
subscript sets S corresponding to the sparsity.

S = topk(Ms) = {s1, s2 · · · , sk} (7)
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Finally, the sparse Qs is obtained by filtering from Q through the subscript set S.

Qs =


q1
q2
...

qLQ

, qi =

{
qi, i ∈ S, 1 ≤ i ≤ LQ
0, i /∈ S, 1 ≤ i ≤ LQ

, (8)

where Qs is a sparse matrix of the same-size as Q, and it only consists of c× log LQ valid
query vectors (non-zero vector) under the sparsity measurement.

3.4.2. SPM Self-Attention

Based on sparse query Qs, the SPM self-attention layer is shown in Figure 3, where
X ∈ RL×D denotes the input, query matrices Q = XWQ , key matrices Km = XWKm , and
value matrices Vm = XWVm respectively. Qs is a sparse query, which can be obtained
through the Sparse Query Block. The calculating progress of SPM self-attention (SPMAtten)
can be formulated as follows.

Figure 3. The calculating progress of SPM self-attention.

(1) Concatenation and normalization of sparse key attention weights

Qs is used as a connection bridge between newly added Km ∈ RLK×dk and K ∈ RLK×dk ,
and the attention weight Sim is obtained by concatenating the matrix dot product results.
After that, the Sim is scaled by

√
dk, and the normalized attention weight (AW) is calculated

by the so f tmax layer. The so f tmax is one of the core components of Transformer, which
helps to capture long-range dependencies and thus improves the prediction performance
of the attention-based methods [28].

Sim(Qs, K, Km) = concat(QsKT , QsKT
m) (9)

AW = so f tmax
(

Sim
/√

dk

)
(10)

(2) Split and fill sparse attention
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AW contains all network traffic key attention weight information. Firstly, we split
the attention weights of AW ∈ RLQ×(LK+lk) to get AWs ∈ RLQ×LK and AWm ∈ RLQ×lK .
The new attention weight AWm has a persistent memory for key features. We calculate
the dot product of the split attention weight with V ∈ RLV×dv and the newly added
Vm ∈ RlV×dv , respectively, to obtain the key attention values of Atten′s ∈ RLQ×dv and
Atten′m ∈ RLQ×dv . Atten′m is the key attention value that persistently memorizes the new
attention layer of the network traffic features.

Atten′s = AWs ·V (11)

Atten′m = AWm ·Vm (12)

Then, we fill and complete the attention value of the corresponding positions of the
LQ− c× log LQ zero vectors in Qs to obtain secondary filling attentions Atten′′s and Atten′′m.
The fill value is the vector v ∈ Rdv and vm ∈ Rdv composed of the average value of V
and Vm, respectively. Finally, the secondary attention and the key attention are combined
respectively to obtain two parts of attention Attens and Attenm .

Attens(Qs, K, V)={Atten′s, Atten′′s } (13)

Attenm(Qs, Km, Vm)={Atten′m, Atten′′m} (14)

(3) Fusion sparse key attention

Finally, we superimpose the key attention in Attens and Attenm, and act together on
the output of the attention to obtain the fusion sparse key attention, that is, the output of
the SPM self-attention layer (SPMAtten).

SPMAtten(Qs, K, Km, V, Vm)=Attens + Attenm (15)

(4) Multi-head SPM self-attention layer

The self-attention generally appears in the form of multi-head attention. Each attention
head performs the attention function in parallel to generate the output values of h attention
heads, and these attention heads, calculated with different sparse key-value pairs, are
used. The output values are spliced together and projected through the projection matrix
WO ∈ Rhdv×D for which to obtain the output result of the multi-head SPM self-attention
(MSPMAtten).

MSPMAtten(X) = MultiHead(Q, K, Km, V, Vm)

= concat(head1, · · · , headh)WO ,
(16)

headi = SPMAtten(Qi, Ki, Kmi , Vi, Vm i ), (17)

where Qi ∈ RL×dk , Ki ∈ RL×dk , Kmi ∈ Rl×dk , Vi ∈ RL×dv , Vmi ∈ Rl×dv , h is the number of
attention heads, in this work, dk = dv = d.

3.4.3. Symmetric SPM Encoder Layer

The symmetric SPM encoder is mainly composed of a multi-head SPM self-attention
and a normalization layer, which are connected by a residual network structure. The X
input to the symmetric SPM encoder, and the output hi of the i-th encoder are obtained,
which can be expressed as follows.

hi = SPMEncoder(X)

= X + LayerNorm(MSPMAtten(X))
(18)

The Symmetric SPM Encoder Layer is formed by stacking M symmetric SPM encoders.
Xen is input to the Symmetric SPM Encoder Layer, and the network traffic encoding feature
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Yen after the Symmetric SPM Encoder Layer is stacked with M layers of symmetric SPM
encoders, which can be formally defined as follows.

hen
i =

{
SPMEncoder(Xen), i = 1
SPMEncoder(hen

i−1), 2 ≤ i ≤ M , (19)

Yen = hen
M = SPMEncoder(hen

M−1) (20)

3.5. Symmetric SPM Decoder Layer
3.5.1. ProbSparse Self-Attention

The ProbSparse self-attention evaluates the main attention in the input features of
network traffic by sparsity. The input X ∈ RL×D first gets Q̄s through the Sparse Query Block
and then obtains the masked ProbSparse self-attention (MPSAtten) through the dot product.

MPSAtten(Q̄s, K̄, V̄) = so f tmax
(

Q̄sK̄T
√

dk
·M
)

V̄, (21)

where Q̄ = XWQ̄ , K̄ = XWK̄ , V̄ = XWV̄ , the dimensions of Q̄s and Q̄ are the same, with
the difference being that the number of effective vectors of Q̄s is c× ln L, c is the constant
sampling factor, and M is the mask matrix used to avoid future information leakage.
The masked multi-head ProbSparse self-attention (MMPSAtten) can be formally defined
as follows.

MMPSAtten(X) = MultiHead(Q̄s, K̄, V̄)

= concat(head1, · · · , headh)WŌ ,
(22)

headi = MPSAtten(Q̄si , K̄i, V̄i), (23)

where Q̄si ∈ RL×d, K̄i ∈ RL×d, V̄i ∈ RL×d.

3.5.2. Symmetric SPM Decoder Layer

The symmetric SPM decoder is mainly composed of a MSPMAtten layer, a MMP-
SAtten layer, and a normalization layer, which are connected by two residual network
structures. The input of the symmetric SPM decoder is divided into two parts, denoted as
X and Y respectively. The input X passes through the MMPSAtten layer and outputs the
sparse key attention value. Through the first layer normalization and residual connection,
the intermediate output pi of the i-th decoder is obtained.

pi = X + LayerNorm(MMPSAtten(X)) (24)

Then, pi and another part of the input Y are jointly input into the multi-head SPM
self-attention. Through the second layer normalization and residual connection, the output
hi of the i-th decoder is obtained, which can be expressed as follows.

hi = SPMDecoder(X, Y)

= pi + LayerNorm(MSPMAtten(pi, Y))
(25)

The Symmetric SPM Decoder Layer is formed by stacking N symmetric SPM decoders.
Xde and Yen are input to the Symmetric SPM Decoder Layer. After stacking N layers of
symmetric SPM decoders, the encoded features of the network traffic are decoded into the
output Yde, which can be formally defined as follows.

hde
i =

{
SPMDecoder(Xde, Yen), i = 1
SPMDecoder(hde

i−1, Yen), 2 ≤ i ≤ N
, (26)

Yde = hde
N = SPMDecoder(hde

N−1, Yen) (27)
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3.6. Output Layer

After passing through the Symmetric SPM Decoder Layer, the fully connected (FC) layer
is used to extract features. The calculation process for the NTP target can be formally
formulated as follows.

ŷt+1:t+τ = W2(ReLU(W1Yde + b1)) + b2, (28)

where W1, W2, b1, and b2 are learnable parameters of the FC layer. ReLU denotes the
activation function, and ŷt+1:t+τ is the NTP target.

3.7. Cost Function

The widely used exponential mean square error (MSE) is utilized as a cost function to
calculate the errors of the ground truth and the predicted value [32].

MSE =
1
m

m

∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)
2, (29)

where yi and ŷi are the ground truth and predicted value of the network traffic, respectively.
m denotes the total number of the training samples.

4. Evaluation
4.1. Dataset Description and Experiment Setup
4.1.1. Dataset Description

The evaluation dataset is an openly accessible multi-source dataset of the Telecom
Italia Big Data Challenge [33], which is widely used in NTP evaluation. The dataset consists
of a time series of traffic from 1 November 2013 to 1 January 2014 in Milan and Trentino,
with an interval of 10 min. This dataset records five main types of activity data attributes,
including Received SMS, Sent SMS, Incoming Call, Outgoing Call, and Internet. As the
statement in Problem Formulation, the Internet attribute is the target predicted variable,
and the other variables are the covariates associated with the target Internet.

4.1.2. Experiment Setup

The experimental data preprocessing strategy is performed as follows. We combine
the receive and send dimensions and adopt the preprocessing measures by inputting the
total traffic in the prediction model. All data are pre-processed by min-max normalization,
which allows the model to converge faster and improves the computational efficiency of
the fitting process, thus benefiting the accurate NTP [19]. A total of 80% of the historical
data is applied as the training dataset and the remaining 20% is applied as the test dataset.
To avoid overfitting in training, we randomly divide part data from the training set as
the validation set. All the datasets are constructed using the widely used sliding window
method [20].

The hyperparameter settings of the SPM model and its variants are as follows. The num-
ber of symmetric SPM Encoder and Decoder is 3 and the number of attention heads is
4. Moreover, the Adam [34] optimizer is adopted, the initial learning rate is set to 0.02,
the batch size is 32, and the number of training iterations is 300.

4.1.3. Evaluated Approaches and Metrics

We implement the following baseline approaches.
• ARIMA [11], or autoregressive integrated moving average model, is one of the most

classic time series prediction models;
• LSTM [35], or long short-term memory, is an extension of the RNN model;
• GRU [16], or gated recurrent unit, is a variant of LSTM;
• DeepAR [27] is a probabilistic prediction model based on neural networks, and its

prediction target is the probability distribution of sequences over time steps;
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• Transformer [20] is an improved prediction model based on vanilla Transformer.

To evaluate the NTP accuracy of these approaches, we adopt three metrics to evaluate
the NTP accuracy, i.e., the root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE),
and determination coefficient R2. Their calculation formulas are given as

RMSE =

√
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)
2, (30)

MAE =
1
n

n

∑
i=1
|yi − ŷi|, (31)

R2 = 1−

n
∑

i=1
(yi − ŷi)

2

n
∑

i=1
(yi − ȳ)2

, (32)

where yi and ŷi are the ground truth and predicted value of network traffic, respectively.
ȳ is the average values of the ground truth. n is the length of the sequence to be predicted.

4.2. Evaluation Results

Tables 2–7 demonstrate the comparison results of SPM and baseline methods on
two datasets, respectively. From the table, three observations can be found.

(1) The performance of the classical model (e.g., ARIMA) is generally lower than that of
the NN-based approaches, because such classical approaches generally rely on the
mean value of history;

(2) Transformer has effective performance when the prediction step is short (τ = 144).
However, as the prediction step increases (τ = 432, 1008), the Transformer pays
attention to all the features. It will generate a quadratic complexity, causing its
inference speed to be slow. In addition, the key attention feature will also be affected
by most other non-critical attention features, resulting in performance degradation,
which is lower than the DeepAR;

(3) SPM can decrease the interference of other non-critical attention information and
focus on more key attention information, which can effectively improve the prediction
performance. For instance, on the Milian dataset (τ = 1008), SPM achieves RMSE
reductions of 52.7%, 55.9%, and 23.5%, compared with GRU, LSTM, and DeepAR
respectively. Moreover, compared with Transformer, SPM reduces the prediction
MAE and RMSE by 48.3% and 42.9%, respectively. When measured by R2, the average
R2 of SPM at different prediction steps is about 0.1142 and 0.1553 higher than the
sub-optimal baseline in the two datasets, respectively.

Table 2. Experimental results of RMSE (×10−2) on the Milan dataset.

Methods τ = 144 τ = 432 τ = 1008

ARIMA 190.1470 196.6632 206.1349
GRU 99.6861 150.1390 142.0568
LSTM 107.0977 131.5001 152.1568

DeepAR 89.4358 74.2318 87.7861
Transformer 79.8580 87.7893 126.4511

SPM 49.1054 58.4251 67.1300
Bolded indicates the optimal value, underlined denotes sub-optimal value.
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Table 3. Experimental results of MAE on the Milan dataset.

Methods τ = 144 τ = 432 τ = 1008

ARIMA 1.3847 1.5369 1.6408
GRU 0.7939 1.1959 1.1203
LSTM 0.8931 1.0615 1.1814

DeepAR 0.5981 0.5570 0.6963
Transformer 0.6378 0.6637 0.9250

SPM 0.3839 0.3785 0.4782
Bolded indicates the optimal value, underlined denotes sub-optimal value.

Table 4. Experimental results of R2 on the Milan dataset.

Methods τ = 144 τ = 432 τ = 1008

ARIMA 0.8777 0.8249 0.8128
GRU 0.9163 0.8803 0.7832
LSTM 0.9546 0.8183 0.8365

DeepAR 0.9790 0.9546 0.9177
Transformer 0.9849 0.8072 0.6995

SPM 0.9901 0.9630 0.9578
Bolded indicates the optimal value, underlined denotes sub-optimal value.

Table 5. Experimental results of RMSE (×10−2) on the Trentino dataset.

Methods τ = 144 τ = 432 τ = 1008

ARIMA 89.1283 112.846 120.8139
GRU 73.7290 93.2989 130.0032
LSTM 54.3140 114.9338 112.9086

DeepAR 36.9362 57.4856 80.1257
Transformer 31.3617 118.3934 153.0669

SPM 25.4240 51.8640 57.3931
Bolded indicates the optimal value, underlined denotes sub-optimal value.

Table 6. Experimental results of MAE on the Trentino dataset.

Methods τ = 144 τ = 432 τ = 1008

ARIMA 0.6029 0.7877 0.8477
GRU 0.5470 0.6848 0.9567
LSTM 0.4299 0.8825 0.7772

DeepAR 0.2453 0.3924 0.6811
Transformer 0.2356 0.8722 0.9705

SPM 0.1933 0.3794 0.3902
Bolded indicates the optimal value, underlined denotes sub-optimal value.

Table 7. Experimental results of R2 on the Trentino dataset.

Methods τ = 144 τ = 432 τ = 1008

ARIMA 0.8612 0.7758 0.7344
GRU 0.9050 0.8467 0.6924
LSTM 0.9485 0.7674 0.7680

DeepAR 0.9762 0.9418 0.8832
Transformer 0.9829 0.7532 0.5736

SPM 0.9887 0.9527 0.9401
Bolded indicates the optimal value, underlined denotes sub-optimal value.

The NTP results are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. We plot NTP results for τ = 432 on
Milan and τ = 144 on Trentino datasets, with similar results for other prediction steps. It
can be seen that SPM can achieve the optimal NTP accuracy with respect to the baseline
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approaches. On average, when measured by MAE, SPM outperforms the sub-optimal
method by 33.0% and 21.3% in two datasets respectively.

Figure 4. The network traffic prediction results of the Milan dataset on the prediction step τ = 432.

Figure 5. The network traffic prediction results of the Trentino dataset on the prediction step τ = 144.
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4.3. Ablation Evaluation

To further verify the temporal performance of SPM, the ablation baselines are tested
in the same experimental environment. The encoder architecture of the ablation methods
are demonstrated in Figure 6.

• Transformer, an improved prediction model based on vanilla Transformer;
• PS, or ProbSparse Transformer, Ablation model, using the ProbSparse self-attention

layer to replace the vanilla self-attention layer;
• PM, or Persistent Memory Transformer, Ablation model, using the persistent memory

self-attention layer structure, removing the feed-forward sub-layer;
• SPM, the proposed symmetric model in this paper.

Figure 6. The encoder architecture of ablation methods.

4.3.1. Time Complexity Analysis

The SPM is an improvement based on the vanilla Transformer. The existing work
mainly analyzes the time complexity of the two main parts, which includes the self-attention
layer and the feed-forward layer. The vanilla Transformer has both O(L2d) in two parts [29].
The PS adopts the ProbSparse self-attention layer, and the complexity of the self-attention
part is O(Ld log L) [30]. The PM removes the feed-forward layer, and the complexity of feed-
forward is O(0) [31]. In the sparse persistent memory self-attention layer, the SPM adopts
the sparse query Qs to calculate the self-attention, the complexity is O(max(L, l)d log L).
Moreover, in the feed-forward layer, the SPM removes the feed-forward, and thus the
complexity is O(0). The complexity comparison results are shown in Table 8, where l is the
dimension of the added attention layer.

Table 8. Comparison of the time complexity.

Model Self-Attention Layer Feed-Forward Layer

Transformer O(L2d) O(L2d)
PS O(Ld log L) O(L2d)
PM O(L2d) O(0)

SPM O(max(L, l)d log L) O(0)

4.3.2. Ablation Evaluation Results of Temporal Performance

The temporal experimental results are demonstrated in Figures 7 and 8. From the
figure, three observations can be found.

(1) The PS Transformer replaces the vanilla attention layer with the ProbSparse self-
attention layer. In terms of time performance, the complexity of the ProbSparse self-
attention layer has been proved to be lower than that of the original attention layer.
Therefore, the training time of the PS Transformer model is shorter than that of the
Transformer model.
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(2) PM Transformer adopts the structure of the PM self-attention layer, which eliminates
the feed-forward sub-layer and has low complexity. In terms of time performance,
although the complexity of the self-attention layer is O(L2d), the calculation method
of self-attention is direct and does not calculate other factors. Therefore, the training
time of PM is lower than that of SPM models.

(3) SPM utilizes the SPM self-attention layer to obtain key attention information in the
form of a sparse query matrix and carries out persistent memory for key attention
information to retain the key attention information in a new attention layer. When
calculating SPM attention, two attention fragments are calculated by branches and
the attention weight is concatenated. Although such a fragmented structure has
been shown to be beneficial for accuracy, it could decrease the efficiency because
it is unfriendly for devices with strong parallel computing powers such as GPU. It
also introduces extra overheads such as kernel launching and synchronization [36].
However, PM uses a simple single-branch calculation method, which can fully make
use of the parallel computing powers of GPU and has high training efficiency. Thus,
although the theoretical time complexity of SPM has reached a good level, the actual
training time may be longer than that of PM. Compared with other methods, SPM
removes the high complexity component of the feed-forward layer, and thus the time
performance is in sub-optimal performance. Compared with Transformer, the training
time of SPM is reduced by 22.2% and 30.4% on two real-world datasets, respectively.
Compared with the baseline approaches, the R2 evaluation metric is also optimal on
two datasets.

Figure 7. Comparison of the training time of the ablation models on the Milan datasets.

Figure 8. Comparison of the training time of the ablation models on the Trentino datasets.
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4.3.3. Ablation Evaluation Results of Prediction Performance

The experimental results are demonstrated in Tables 9–14. From the table, three obser-
vations can be found.

(1) The PS Transformer replaces the vanilla self-attention layer with the ProbSparse self-
attention layer. Sparse attention will only lead to the loss of partial attention informa-
tion and can retain some key attention information. Therefore, the performance of
RMSE and MAE evaluation indicators is not significantly reduced compared to the
Transformer model, and still maintains a certain prediction accuracy;

(2) The PM Transformer removes the feed-forward layer directly. PM calculates all the
attention weights and cannot distinguish the key attention values. Moreover, there
is no feed-forward sub-layer to further extract the key features, resulting in its poor
prediction performance;

(3) SPM utilizes the SPM self-attention layer, obtains key attention information in the
form of a sparse query matrix, and carries out persistent memory for key attention
information, so as to retain key attention information in the new attention layer, thus
obtaining higher prediction accuracy.

Table 9. Ablation experimental results of RMSE (×10−2) on the Milan dataset.

Methods τ = 144 τ = 432 τ = 1008

Transformer 79.8580 87.7893 126.4511
PS 84.8511 92.1521 117.6370
PM 112.8224 136.8528 162.4517

SPM 49.1054 58.4251 67.1300
Bolded indicates the optimal value, underlined denotes sub-optimal value.

Table 10. Ablation experimental results of MAE on the Milan dataset.

Methods τ = 144 τ = 432 τ = 1008

Transformer 0.6378 0.6637 0.9250
PS 0.6752 0.6837 0.9108
PM 0.8354 0.8909 1.2974

SPM 0.3839 0.3785 0.4782
Bolded indicates the optimal value, underlined denotes sub-optimal value.

Table 11. Ablation experimental results of R2 on the Milan dataset.

Methods τ = 144 τ = 432 τ = 1008

Transformer 0.9849 0.8072 0.6995
PS 0.9766 0.8275 0.7558
PM 0.9620 0.7752 0.5437

SPM 0.9901 0.9630 0.9578
Bolded indicates the optimal value, underlined denotes sub-optimal value.

Table 12. Ablation experimental results of RMSE(×10−2) on the Trentino dataset.

Methods τ = 144 τ = 432 τ = 1008

Transformer 31.3617 118.3934 153.0669
PS 39.0264 111.9865 137.9754
PM 49.6851 127.8553 188.6106

SPM 25.4240 51.8640 57.3931
Bolded indicates the optimal value, underlined denotes sub-optimal value.
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Table 13. Ablation experimental results of MAE on the Trentino dataset.

Methods τ = 144 τ = 432 τ = 1008

Transformer 0.2356 0.8722 0.9705
PS 0.3035 0.8279 0.8083
PM 0.3336 0.9653 1.2941

SPM 0.1933 0.3794 0.3902
Bolded indicates the optimal value, underlined denotes sub-optimal value.

Table 14. Ablation experimental results of R2 on the Trentino dataset.

Methods τ = 144 τ = 432 τ = 1008

Transformer 0.9829 0.7532 0.5736
PS 0.9734 0.7792 0.6535
PM 0.9569 0.7121 0.3525

SPM 0.9887 0.9527 0.9401
Bolded indicates the optimal value, underlined denotes sub-optimal value.

The NTP results are illustrated in Figure 9. We plot NTP results for τ = 1008 on
Trentino dataset, with similar results for other prediction steps. It can be seen that compared
with the ablation methods, SPM can achieve the best NTP performance.

Figure 9. The network traffic prediction results of the Trentino dataset on the prediction step τ = 1008.

5. Conclusions

This paper focused on the prediction of network traffic. Most existing methods
(e.g., Transformer) have high predictive accuracy but also have high complexity. This
paper proposed the SPM attention mechanism, which can greatly capture and persistently
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memorize the sparse primary features of network traffic. Based on SPM attention, we
propose the symmetric SPM encoder and decoder structure, which removes the feed-
forward sub-layer, further reduces the model complexity, and utilizes the sparse primary
features to predict network traffic accurately. By doing so, the MAE is reduced by 33.0%
and 21.3%, respectively, compared with the sub-optimal method on two real-world datasets.
When measured by temporal performance, the training time of SPM is reduced by 22.2%
and 30.4%, respectively, compared with Transformer. Meanwhile, the results of RMSE and
R2 are also optimal.

SPM only considers the temporal characteristics of network traffic, which improves
the temporal performance and prediction performance to some extent, but it may also
fail to properly and accurately represent the given data. The development of networks
makes traffic have more complex spatio-temporal characteristics. Due to the mutual
influence of the geographical structure of network nodes, only considering the temporal
characteristics of network traffic may be inaccurate in reality, thus the data representation
ability and prediction performance of SPM may be potentially degraded. For future works,
we will introduce the research on spatio-temporal traffic prediction in the network space,
and extract the complex spatio-temporal characteristics of network traffic to improve the
accuracy performance. Moreover, some promising fuzzy learning techniques [37–40] can be
adopted to reduce the model complexity and further improve the prediction performance
of the proposed method.
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